TL - TXL TENTS
SET-UP IN LESS THAN 45
MINUTES

5

5 PEOPLE
NONE

COMMERCIAL DESCRIPTION
TL and TXL tents follow a quick system of deploy requiring
only manpower to set-up, no MHE. The size of the tent can be
lenghtened by 5 meters sections.
The ease of assembly and versatility of this range make it a very
popular product.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Standard configuration :
- Colours : white, sand or NATO green
- One 1.8m-wide door on each gable with a zip system
- Windows with transparent welded layer + external or
internal shutter (85 x 62 cm) + mosquito net on doors (70
x 45 cm)
- Ground sheet welded on sides or attached by Velcro +
straps on gable
- Specific design of the ground sheet to exclude water
intrusion
- Possibility to suspend an inner liner
- Connections flaps all around each of the doors for
interconnection of tents in H, I, T or X configurations
- 2 duct openings for ducts or cables
- 1 tightness flap for tent connection
- Staking kit

TL AND TXL TENTS
offer a long area of use. The TL-TXL model has a modular 5 m section which can be replicated to
create large unobstructed versatile space. The shelters also allow direct interface with the SM and
TM shelter models.

HIGH QUALITY MANUFACTURING
The TL and TXL tents are made of resistant and quality materials.
Bars and mechanical parts made from anodized or
epoxy coated aluminium alloy.
Axles and foot plates made from stainless steel.
Eyelets, toggles, hooks and screws are made from
hot-dip galvanized steel that provides high corrosion
resistance (salt spray testing for 168 hours).
Main canvas manufactured from 500 g/m² polyester
material coated with PVC from both sides.
All shelters use high frequency welding techniques.

OPTIONS
The TL and TXL tents can benift from the following options :

Options :
- Colour on demand
- 3 windows on each side (70 x 45 cm)
- Mosquito nets on lateral windows
- Flaps on the zips to prevent light penetration
- Additional lateral doors (6 maximum)
- 1.8 or 2.6 m-wide doors
- Internal and external protective ground sheets
- Marking and/or logo
- Additional duct openings
- Inner liner or insulating liner
- CBRN liner
- Thermal fly
- Repair kit
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